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Description:

Lizzie Stitching Wallet
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Faby Reilly Designs

This adorable embroidery case is small enough to hold in your hand, yet it's a little masterpiece. Entirely worked
in counted stitches, including assembly, it is embroidered both inside as well as outside.

Unfolded, the wallet has 3 parts:
- in the center a gusset for a pair of scissors (max 11cm/ 4 1/4 inch)
- on the left, a bit of green felt cut out in the shape of a leaf serves to hold needles

- on the right, a small pocket will hold small items such as a needle threader

The case folds in three, each side cross stitched with a different pattern. The edge is also embellished with a
border of fan eyelets, worked in DMC's Coloris thread whose shades gently vary from pink to green.

A small needle-or-pin cushion, shaped like a biscornu, completes the set.

The exhaustive tutorial by Faby Reilly details the different phases of assembly, with helpful pictures at each
stage.

The cross stitch motif is a variation on the theme of lisianthus flowers, combined in the foreground with delicate
hydrangea petals. The threads used for the embroidery are DMC Mouliné threads and the matching DMC
Coloris thread.

A cross stitch pattern by Faby Reilly Designs.
>> see more patterns by Faby Reilly Designs
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Lizzie Stitching Wallet
Chart size in stitches (unfolded cover): 2 x (150 x 80) (wide x high)
Needlework fabric: Linen or Evenweave
>>View size ** of unfolded wallet ** in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, Specialty stitches: fan eyelet, round eylet with sequin
Chart: Color
Threads: DMC, DMC Coloris (multicolor)
Number of colors: 13
Other Supplies: sequins, ribon, padding, felt
Themes: needlework accessories, hydrangea, lisianthus flowers

>> see more needlework accessory patterns by Faby Reilly Designs
>> see all needlework organizer patterns (all designers)
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
Price in£ or €: select acurrency in top right section of this page.
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